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Abstract: In deep geoengineering, including geothermal development, deep mining, and nuclear
waste geological disposal, high temperature significantly affects the mineral properties of rocks,
thereby changing their porous and mechanical characteristics. This paper experimentally studied
the changes in mineral composition, pore structure, and mechanical characteristics of pyroxene
granite heated to high temperature (from 25 ◦C to 1200 ◦C). The results concluded that (1) the
high-temperature effect can be roughly identified as three stages: 25–500 ◦C, 500–800 ◦C, 800–1200 ◦C.
(2) Below 500 ◦C, the maximum diffracted intensities of the essential minerals are comparatively
stable and the porous and mechanical characteristics of granite samples change slightly, mainly due
to mineral dehydration and uncoordinated thermal expansion; additionally, the failure mechanism of
granite is brittle. (3) In 500–800 ◦C, the diffraction angles of the minerals become wider, pyroxene and
quartz undergo phase transitions, and the difference in thermal expansion among minerals reaches a
peak; the rock porosity increases rapidly by 1.95 times, and the newly created pores caused by high
heat treatment are mainly medium ones with radii between 1 µm and 10 µm; the P-wave velocity
and the elastic modulus decrease by 62.5% and 34.6%, respectively, and the peak strain increases
greatly by 105.7%, indicating the failure mode changes from brittle to quasi-brittle. (4) In 800–1200 ◦C,
illite and quartz react chemically to produce mullite and the crystal state of the minerals deteriorate
dramatically; the porous and mechanical parameters of granite samples all change significantly and
the P-wave, the uniaxial compressive strength (UCS), and the elastic modulus decrease by 81.30%,
81.20%, and 92.52%, while the rock porosity and the shear-slip strain increase by 4.10 times and
11.37 times, respectively; the failure mechanism of granite samples transforms from quasi-brittle to
plastic, which also was confirmed with scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
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1. Introduction

In recent years, with the huge demand for energy and resources promoted by global economic and
social development, the associated deep geoengineering (e.g., enhanced geothermal system [1], deep
mining of coal and tight oil and gas [2,3], in-situ liquefaction and gasification of coal [4], nuclear waste
geological disposal [5], etc.) is becoming the frontier and hotspot of engineering worldwide. A common
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and urgent issue in these engineering projects is the high-temperature problem causing the reservoir
rocks to be damaged thermally, thus leading them to exhibit weakening of physical and mechanical
properties [6]. In essence, the decline in the macroscopic physical and mechanical properties of rocks
results from the changes in mineral composition and characteristics under high temperatures [7–9].
Therefore, comprehensive research ranging from microscopic mineral composition to macroscopic
physical and mechanical properties is necessary to better understand the high-temperature effect
on rocks.

Pore structure and mechanical properties are the two most important aspects of rock macroscopic
properties [10]. The pore structure is closely related to the adsorption and seepage of the fluids in
the reservoir rock [11,12], while the mechanical properties contribute to the stability assessment
and reinforcement measures of the rock constructions [13,14]. Many researchers have studied the
variation of macroscopic rock properties after high-temperature heat treatment and achieved some
progress. Regarding the pore structure, various experimental techniques, including CT scanning
electron microscope (CT-SEM) [15], mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) [16–20], micro-CT [21,22],
field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) [23,24], low-field nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) [25], photoacoustic spectrometry (PAS) [26], ultrasonic velocity measurement (UVM) [27], etc.,
were used to study the high-temperature effects on the porosity, pore size, and pore morphology
of various materials such as calcareous sediments [21], coal [15,25], concrete [16], shale [22–24],
granite [28,29], sandstone [18,19,28], limestone [17,20], and carbonate [27]. Almost all of the above
studies have shown that thermal damage and microcracks are induced by high temperature and
the rock porosity and permeability gradually increase with temperature, while the pore fractal
dimension decreases. In terms of mechanical properties, most laboratory tests focus on stress–strain
relationships [30], strength characteristics [9,17,19,20,31–33] (such as uniaxial compressive strength
(UCS), tensile strength, confined compressive strength, etc.), deformation characteristics [17,19,34–37]
(such as elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio, peak strain, shear-slip strain, brittle stress drop coefficient,
etc.), damage evolution characteristics [38–43] (can be calculated by P-wave velocity, acoustic emission,
cracks, etc.), and energy characteristics [44–46] (such as absorption energy, damage strain energy, elastic
energy index, effective impact energy index, etc.). These test results generally indicate that the strength,
modulus, and wave velocity all decrease with increasing temperature, and the bearing capacity and
deformation resistance of heated rocks are rapidly reduced.

Rock mineral characteristics are also significantly affected by high temperatures [47–50],
including mineral composition [9,51,52], dehydration [53], crystalline state [54], and formation of new
phases [55–57]. X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern analysis is often applied to examine the microstructural
properties of rock minerals combined with SEM, thermo-gravimetric analyses (TGA), and differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) [7,58]. For instance, Zhang et al. [58] conducted XRD, SEM, TGA, and
DSC experiments to investigate thermal influence on the microstructure of limestone and found that
thermal treatment not only prompts mineral decomposition, but also changes the crystallization. Shen
et al. [7] have done similar work on sandstone.

The above studies have greatly improved the understanding of the high-temperature effects on
rock pore structure, mechanical properties, and mineralogy. However, few studies have focused on
the combination of macroscopic and microscopic analysis, and the heat treatment temperatures in the
tests were mostly from room temperature to about 800 ◦C, while the range from 800 ◦C to the melting
temperature point was ignored. In addition, there are relatively few studies on granite. Granite forms
the basis of the upper continental crust and it is often closely related to tectonism, metamorphism,
and mineralization [59], and is one of the most common rocks in deep geoengineering involving high
temperature [60].

In the Yanzhou coal mine in Shandong Province, China, there is a plan to carry out an underground
coal gasification (UCG) industrial trial. The UCG is a mining technology that burns coal in a controlled
manner for producing combustible gas, so the high-temperature gas flow in the combustion space area
would bake the surrounding rocks by convective and radiative heat transfer and make the surrounding
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rocks reach about 1200 ◦C [61,62]. High temperatures would change the physical and mechanical
properties of the granite layer above the coal seam, which affects its stability and the safety of the
gasifier in the UCG stope. This paper therefore carried out a series tests including XRD, MIP, P-wave
velocity, and uniaxial compression on pyroxene granite collected from the coal mine exposed to heat
treatment from 25 ◦C to 1200 ◦C; then analyzed the changes in its mineral composition, pore structure,
and mechanical properties with temperature; and finally discussed why the heated granite has such a
change from the microscopic and macroscopic perspectives. The results will provide basic data for the
stability and safety risks assessment of the granite layer during the UCG process, and are also expected
to improve the related theory on granite exposed to high temperature.

2. Experimental Material and Methodology

2.1. Sample Description

The rock studied in this experiment was granite rock. It was collected from Yanzhou mining area
in the Shandong Province, China (see Figure 1). The granite is a typical igneous rock formed in the
process of magmatism, and its color is slightly darker, which indicates that it may be formed in the
ground deep in the earth [30]. The collected rock blocks are approximately 500 mm long, 300 mm wide,
and 200 mm high. In order to ensure that the properties of the drilled granite samples are basically the
same, these rock blocks were collected in adjacent locations. Granite has a porphyritic texture, it is
isotropic, and no visible cracks could be found on the rock surface. The grain size is between 0.1 mm
and 0.5 mm, which can be categorized as fine-to-medium grained. The main mineralogical components
are feldspar, quartz, and pyroxene, with small amount of illite according to the X-ray diffraction (XRD)
analysis. The dark minerals in granite are mainly pyroxene, so they can be called pyroxene granites.
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Figure 1. Collection location and basic form of the granite blocks.

In this experiment, all granite cylindrical specimens were cored to an actual diameter of 25 mm
and approximately 50 mm in length for the following thermal treatment and laboratory tests, and
sample ends were polished carefully by a grinding machine until the deviation ranges of the flatness
and roughness were less than 0.5 mm and 0.05 mm, respectively [7].

According to the ISRM’s (International Society for Rock Mechanics) suggested method, the basic
physical and mechanical properties of the granite were measured. The average bulk density was
2.76 g/cm3 and the P-wave velocity through the rock samples was approximately 4000 m/s. Moreover,
the average elastic modulus was 38.37 GPa, and the uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) was about
191.9 MPa.
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2.2. Thermal Treatment

In this experiment, 8 groups of the granite samples were prepared for thermal treatment.
The heating was administered to the rock samples using the high temperature furnace MTS653
(see Figure 2a). The furnace had an overall height of 220 mm, a heating zone height of 185 mm, a
heating zone width and depth of 62.5 mm, and a maximum applied temperature of 1400 ◦C. The heating
process was conducted in three steps, shown in Figure 2b, as follows:

(1) Eight group samples were heated to their target temperatures (25 ◦C, 100 ◦C, 200 ◦C, 300 ◦C,
500 ◦C, 800 ◦C, 1000 ◦C, and 1200 ◦C), respectively, at a rate of 5 ◦C/min, according to similar previous
works for granite [43,63], sandstone [7,64], and limestone [58]. Above 500 ◦C, the ductility of granite
rocks gradually appears, and the changes in the physical and mechanical properties are relatively
stable [43,63], so the set temperature step is large.

(2) After reaching the target temperature, all samples were kept in the high temperature furnace
for 2 hours, according to the previous experiments [43,58], to ensure that they were heated evenly.

(3) The furnace was turned off and the samples were cooled naturally to room temperature
(25 ◦C) [43].
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2.3. Experimental Procedure and Instruments

Firstly, in order to obtain the mineral composition of granite after different high temperature
treatments, 8 granite powder samples finer than 400 mesh were prepared corresponding to 8 different
heating temperatures. The XRD tests were conducted on the powder samples using the D/Max-3B
X-ray diffractometer (Rigaku Corporation, Tokyo, Japan). The XRD instrument uses Cu Kα radiation
and graphite monochromator. The voltage of the X-ray tube is 35 kV, and the current is 30 mA.
The divergent slit (DS) and receiving slit (RS) are both 1◦, scatter slit (SS) is 0.15 mm, receiving slit
of monochromator (RSM) is 0.6◦. The scanning mode is continuous scanning, the scanning speed is
3◦/min, and the sampling interval is 0.02◦. Each sample was measured and analyzed by using the
software that came with the XRD instrument.

Secondly, the rock samples at each temperature (one from each group) were broken into a piece
of about 2 mm, and the mass of approximately 3 g. The MIP (mercury intrusion porosimetry) tests
were performed on the piece samples to acquire the pore characteristics of granite samples using
the 9310 microporous structure analyzer (Micromeritics Instrument Company, Norcross, GA, USA).
The measurement range of the instrument is from 0.006 µm to 360 µm, low-pressure resolution is
±0.001 MPa, and high-pressure resolution is ±0.01 MPa. The variation of pore volume with different
sizes in rock samples under different high temperatures could be obtained according to the Washburn
equation and the mercury injection and ejection curves [17,20].

Finally, the P-wave velocities of granite specimens subjected to high-temperature heating
were measured by using the NM-4A non-metallic ultrasonic testing analyzer (Koncrete Company,
Beijing, China). The test range of ultrasonic time of the instrument is 0–0.64 s and the test accuracy
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is ±0.05 µs. The P-wave velocity of each specimen was tested five times for data reliability. Further,
the uniaxial compression tests were performed using the MTS815.02 Rock Mechanical Test System (MTS
Systems Corporation, Eden Prairie, Minnesota, USA) to obtain the mechanical properties of the granite
rock. The maximum axial load of the MTS815.02 machine is 1700 kN, and the maximum confining
pressure is 45 MPa. Axial displacement-controlled loading mode was adopted, and the loading rate
was 0.0015 mm/s. During the loading process, the Teststar II control program was completed according
to the predetermined requirements, and the values of the mechanical parameters such as axial load,
displacement, stress, and strain were recorded. It should be noted that the test procedure in this part
was to firstly test the P-wave velocity of the unheated rock samples, then test them again after thermal
treatment, and finally perform the uniaxial compression tests. According to the ISRM suggested
methods, three samples were tested and averaged at each temperature point to reduce the dispersion
of the test results.

3. Results

3.1. Mineral Composition

The XRD patterns of the granite samples at different heating temperatures (25 ◦C, 100 ◦C,
200 ◦C,300 ◦C, 500 ◦C, 800 ◦C, 1000 ◦C, and 1200 ◦C) are shown in Figure 3. It can be known that
the main components of this group of samples were feldspar, quartz, pyroxene, some illite, and a
small amount of other minerals. The feldspar is the most abundant, containing calcium (Ca) feldspar,
sodium (Na) feldspar (CaO·Al2O3·2SiO2 and Na2O·Al2O3·6SiO2), and some potassium (K) feldspar
(K2O·Al2O3·6SiO2). The maximum diffracted intensity (MDI) of the main minerals with increasing
temperature are presented in Table 1 and Figure 4. The changes in mineral contents are shown in
Table 2 and Figure 5.
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In general, the XRD properties of the granite rocks exposed to different temperatures can be
identified as three stages:

(1) Stage I: At room temperature (25 ◦C), the mineral composition in the tested granite sample were
as follows: 64.25% feldspar, 19.23% pyroxene, 9.4% quartz, 5.1% illite, and 2.02% others. During the
heating process from 25 ◦C to 500 ◦C, the mineral contents changed little, and the differences may be
due to the heterogeneity of the granite material [43]. The MDI of feldspar and pyroxene both fluctuated.
The feldspar fluctuated around 450 CPS, while the pyroxene around 120 CPS. The MDI of quartz and
illite was substantially constant and no mullite was detected.

(2) Stage II: From 500 ◦C to 800 ◦C, the mineral composition of the granite material still changed
very little with increasing temperature, but the diffraction intensity of feldspar weakened significantly,
and the MDI decreased by 38.4% from 435 CPS at room temperature to 268 CPS at 800 ◦C. Moreover,
the shape of the diffraction peak reflected the crystallinity. If the crystal is perfect, the diffraction
peak would be a narrow vertical line, while the broadened peak would indicate the formation of
an amorphous phase [58]. The shape of the diffraction peak was characterized by a height–width
ratio, which denotes the ratio of the diffraction intensity to the diffraction angle range, and small
height–width ratio indicates poor crystallinity. As shown in Figure 6, the height–width ratio of the
crystal plane of feldspar at about 28◦ had a drastic decrease with increasing temperature, indicating
that the structure had a tendency to change from crystalline to amorphous. In general, the chemical
properties of the mineral components of the granite were stable until 800 ◦C.

(3) Stage III: Between 800 ◦C and 1200 ◦C, the contents of quartz and feldspar decreased slightly
and pyroxene remained stable. The most striking feature was that the illite vanished and a small
amount of mullite appeared. Illite changed from 2.65% to 0, and mullite changed from 0 to 1.05%.
Illite is an intermediate mineral among mica, kaolinite, and montmorillonite. It is often formed by
the weathering of muscovite and potassium feldspar [65]. It can create mullite by chemical reaction
with quartz at high temperature, and mullite crystal has a high mechanical strength and chemical
stability [66,67].
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3.2. Pore Structure

3.2.1. Pore Distribution of Granite Samples at Different Heating Temperatures

In MIP tests, the cumulative mercury volume injected into the granite sample increases as
the applied mercury pressure increases. Figure 7 shows the mercury injection and ejection curves
(cumulative mercury volume vs. mercury pressure) in granite samples heat-treated at different
temperatures. The pore distribution of granite samples at different heating temperatures can be
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measured by the MIP tests and the Washburn equation was used to express the relationship between
the applied pressure and the pore size [17,19].

p(r) = −
2γ cosθ

r
, (1)

where p(r) is the applied pressure on the mercury meniscus, r is the pore radius of the granite sample, γ
is the surface tension of mercury, θ is the contact angle of mercury with the pore wall surface. Usually,
γ is equal to 0.48 N/m and θ is taken as 140◦ because the contact angle of mercury with various
substances is between 135◦ and 150◦.
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Figure 8 shows the relationship between cumulative pore volume and pore radius in granite
samples heat-treated at different temperatures, which was measured by MIP tests based on Equation (1).
It can be seen that the cumulative pore volume curve is stepped, and the measurement range of the
pore radius is 0.005–120 µm. The maximum cumulative pore volume does not change much below
300 ◦C (about 2.5–3.5 × 10−3 mL/g), it increases slightly at 500 ◦C (about 5 × 10−3 mL/g), and increases
greatly above 800 ◦C (about 9–14 × 10−3 mL/g), which is increased by 3–5 times.
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Rock pores are classified as connected pores, dead-end pores, microcapillary-bound pores, and
isolated pores, while connected pores are effective for fluid transport [68]. According to pore occurrence,
they also can be categorized into intergranular pores, intragranular pores, interstitial pores, and
fissures [69]. Regarding the classification criteria of pore size, scholars have proposed different
classification results according to different research methods and purposes [17,19,20,70,71]. According to
the effect of solid–gas action, Chen et al. [70] considered that the gas is mainly adsorbed in micropores
(<10 nm), diffused in small pores (10–100 nm), seeps slowly in the mesopores (100–1000 nm), and flows
actively in large pores (>1000 nm). Considering the significance of pores to liquid seepage, Wu et al. [71]
found that when the pore size is less than 1 µm, the liquid cannot seep in it; when it is 1–10 µm, the
liquid can seep under higher driving pressure, but the permeability is low; for 10–100 µm, water can
seep through it under natural conditions; when the pore size is greater than 100 µm, groundwater
flows actively. Here, the classification methods proposed by Chen et al. [70] and Wu et al. [71] are
integrated, the pores are divided into six categories (see Figure 8): nanopores (r < 0.01 µm), which is
the main adsorption site for gas in the rock; micropores (r = 0.01–0.1 µm), constituting the capillary
condensation and diffusion zone of the gas; small pores (r = 0.1–1 µm), which constitute a slow laminar
flow area of the gas, but the liquid generally cannot seep in them; medium pores (r = 1–10 µm), the gas
can flow freely therein, while the liquid can seep at higher pressure, but permeability is low; big pores
(r = 10–100 µm), water can seep in them naturally; large pores (r > 100 µm), allowing water to flow
smoothly. According to the cumulative pore volume curve in Figure 8, the pore volume of the six pore
sizes and their proportion can be obtained, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Pore volume and proportion with different size in granite samples after different
heating temperatures.

Temperature (◦C) Properties
Pore Radius (µm)

<0.01
(Nano)

0.01–0.1
(Micro)

0.1–1
(Small)

1–10
(Medium)

10–100
(Big)

>100
(Large)

25
Volume (cm3/g) 0.0001 0.001 0.0004 0.0005 0.001 0.0001
Proportion (%) 3.23 32.26 12.90 16.13 32.26 3.23

100
Volume (cm3/g) 0.0003 0.0011 0 0.0005 0.0007 0.0002
Proportion (%) 10.71 39.29 0 17.86 25.00 7.14

200
Volume (cm3/g) 0.0005 0.0007 0.0006 0.0005 0.0007 0.0004
Proportion (%) 14.71 20.59 17.65 14.71 20.59 11.76

300
Volume (cm3/g) 0.0007 0.0006 0.0006 0.0008 0.0009 0.0013
Proportion (%) 14.29 12.24 12.24 16.33 18.37 26.53

500
Volume (cm3/g) 0.0004 0.0006 0.0006 0.0005 0.0008 0.0005
Proportion (%) 11.76 17.65 17.65 14.71 23.53 14.71

800
Volume (cm3/g) 0.0005 0.0012 0.0016 0.0024 0.0021 0.0007
Proportion (%) 5.88 14.12 18.82 28.24 24.71 8.24

1000
Volume (cm3/g) 0.0006 0.0016 0.0022 0.0049 0.0022 0.0005
Proportion (%) 5.00 13.33 18.33 40.83 18.33 4.17

1200
Volume (cm3/g) 0.0006 0.0006 0.0020 0.0064 0.0032 0.0007
Proportion (%) 4.44 4.44 14.81 47.41 23.70 5.19

According to Table 3, Figure 9 shows the volume change of the six types of pores as the heating
temperature increases. It can be observed that the pore volume changing curves can be divided into
three stages. Below 500 ◦C, the six pore volumes did not change much and exhibited volatility (Stage I).
In the temperature range of 500–800 ◦C, the volume of micropores, small pores, medium pores, and
big pores began to increase, while the volume of nano and large pores remained essentially unchanged
(Stage II). Above 800 ◦C, the volume of the medium pores increased greatly, from 0.0005 cm3/g at
25 ◦C to 0.0064 cm3/g at 1200 ◦C, an increase of 11.8 times, while the volume of micropores reached a
maximum at 1000 ◦C, but decreased much at 1200 ◦C, even less than that before the heat treatment, in
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addition, the volume of small and big pores also increased slightly, increasing by 4 times and 2.2 times,
respectively, and the volume of nano and large pores remained unchanged (Stage III).
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Figure 10 shows the volume proportion of the six types of pores in granite samples with increasing
temperature. It can be seen that the proportion of the micropores decreased significantly as the heating
temperature increased. They accounted for about 35% below 100 ◦C, 20.59% at 200 ◦C, further decreased
to 12.24% at 300 ◦C, and finally decreased to 4.44% at 1200 ◦C. In fact, their volume did not change
much (see Figure 9), just the increase in the total pore volume led to a decrease in their proportion.
This means that the high heat treatment had practically no effect on the micropores, which constitute
the gas diffusion region. On the contrary, the proportion of the medium pores increased observably.
It was about 15% below 500 ◦C, then increased to 28.24% at 800 ◦C, and further increased to more than
40% above 1000 ◦C. This indicates that the new cracks in the rock caused by high heat treatment were
mainly medium pores. The threshold temperature range was 500–800 ◦C, and in this range, the volume
of medium and big pores increased greatly, which would lead to a great increase in rock permeability.
In other words, the seepage-proofing capacity of the rock would be dramatically weakened.
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3.2.2. Thermal Effect on the Porosity of Granite Samples

Rock porosity is an important parameter for evaluating fluid storage and transport properties.
According to Figure 8 and Table 3, the porosity of rock samples after different high-temperature heat
treatments can be obtained, as shown in Figure 11. The trend of rock porosity with temperature can
be fitted by an exponential function with a correlation coefficient of 0.98. The porosity of the granite
samples continuously increased with the heating temperature, and the increasing rate got faster and
faster. It increased little below 500 ◦C, compared with unheated rock samples, the porosity of samples
at 200 ◦C and 300 ◦C just increased by 0.15 times and 0.62 times, respectively, and only increased by
0.52 times at 500 ◦C. After 500 ◦C, the porosity increased greatly. It reached 2.571% at 800 ◦C, which
is 2.95 times that at 25 ◦C, then 4.37 times at 1000 ◦C, and further increased to 5.1 times at 1200 ◦C.
These indicate that 500–800 ◦C can be regarded as a threshold temperature range.
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3.3. Mechanical Characteristics

3.3.1. P-Wave Velocity

The P-wave velocity in rock highly depends on its mineral composition and pore structure
characteristics, and also can quantitatively reflects the thermally induced microcrack damage [30].
Variations of P-wave velocities of granite rocks before and after heating at different treatment
temperatures are presented in Figure 12. It can be observed that the P-wave velocity increased slightly
at 100 ◦C, from 3856 m/s to 4029 m/s, and then it generally decreased linearly with the increase of
heating temperature. Below 300 ◦C, the P-wave velocity did not change much, and decreased by 9.3%
and 21.1% at 200 ◦C, and 300 ◦C respectively. After the heating temperature exceeded 500 ◦C, the
reduction was much larger, and decreased by 42.6%, 62.5%, and 73.4% at 500 ◦C, 800 ◦C, and 1000 ◦C,
respectively. Finally, at 1200 ◦C, it declined by 81.3% from 4233 m/s to 789.7 m/s. The test results show
that the thermal treatment had a very significant influence on the P-wave velocity of the granite.

3.3.2. UCS and Peak Strain

The UCS and peak strain of rock are two basic mechanical parameters. The UCS is the
maximum compressive stress before rock failure under uniaxial compression, and can characterize the
load-carrying capacity of rock, while the peak strain is the compressive strain corresponding to UCS,
reflecting the brittleness of rock to some extent [72,73]. Figure 13 shows the variation of UCS and peak
strain of the granite samples with heating temperature. As the heating temperature increased, the UCS
decreased almost linearly. At 800 ◦C, it decreased from 191.9 MPa at room temperature to 136.62 MPa,
and the strength was still high, noting the rock still had a high load-carrying capacity. However,
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it greatly reduced during 800 ◦C to 1200 ◦C, to only 36.1 MPa at 1200 ◦C, and the load-carrying capacity
was almost lost. On the other hand, the peak strain monotonically increased with heating temperature,
the growth was slow below 500 ◦C, and then it increased rapidly by 105.7% during 500–800 ◦C,
indicating that the brittleness of rock was significantly weakened. At 1200 ◦C, it greatly increased to
12.8 × 10−3, about three times that of unheated rock sample, showing significant toughness.
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3.3.3. Elastic Modulus

The elastic modulus is the proportional coefficient of stress and strain of rock during elastic
deformation. It characterizes the ability of rocks to resist deformation macroscopically, and reflects
the bond strength between atoms, ions, or molecules from the microscopical point of view [72,73].
Figure 14 shows the variation of elastic modulus of the granite samples with heating temperature.
It can be seen that the elastic modulus generally decreased with increasing temperature. Below 500 ◦C
(Stage I), the decrease was not large (from 38.37 GPa before heating to 31.25 GPa at 500 ◦C, down by
18.5%), this can be called the slowly decreasing stage. During 500–800 ◦C (stage II), called the rapidly
decreasing stage, the elastic modulus at 800 ◦C was just 65.4% of the unheated sample and the ability to
resist deformation was greatly reduced. Between 800 ◦C and 1200 ◦C (stage III), called the dramatically
decreasing stage, the rate of decline was greatly accelerated, the elastic modulus dropped to 8.39 GPa
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at 1000 ◦C and was only 2.87 GPa at 1200 ◦C, which is 7.48% of that before heating. The rock was about
to melt into a fluid, almost losing its ability to resist deformation.
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3.3.4. Shear-Slip Strain

In the post-peak phase of the stress–strain curve, the strain usually has a significant increase when
the stress changes little but has a downward trend, and it is generally considered that this is caused
by the shear slip of the weak surface in the rock [74–76]. Therefore, this part of the strain is called
shear-slip strain and can be used to characterize the plastic characteristics of the rock [36]. As shown in
Figure 15, the shear-slip strain generally increases with the increase of heating temperature. When the
heating temperature was lower than 200 ◦C, it almost had no change. During 200–800 ◦C, it increased
slightly, and rose to 1.65 × 10−3 at 800 ◦C, although it was 2.83 times higher than that of the unheated
rock sample, but the rock had not shown significant brittle-ductile transition. At 800 ◦C is an obvious
jumping point. When the temperature was greater than 800 ◦C, the increasing rate of shear-slip strain
was obviously accelerated, and it reached 4.19 × 10−3 at 1000 ◦C, and further increased to 5.32 × 10−3

at 1200 ◦C, which is 12.37 times that of unheated rock samples, showing significant plasticity.
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4. Discussion

At room temperature, the internal structure and the original stress distribution of the granite are
relatively stable. The high temperature heat treatment changes the mineral composition characteristics
(Figures 3 and 4), which causes a major change in the pore structure and mechanical properties of the
granite rocks. The specific performances were as follows: the porosity increased exponentially with
increasing temperature (Figure 11), and the pore volume and proportion with different sizes greatly
changed, especially the medium pores with radius of 1–10 µm (Figures 9 and 10). The P-wave velocity,
UCS, and elastic modulus all decreased with increasing temperature (Figures 12–14), while the peak
strain and the shear-slip strain increased gradually (Figures 13 and 15). In general, these changes were
caused by various physical changes within the rock structure, such as water evaporation [77], mineral
thermal expansion [78,79], thermal stress-induced microcrack initiation [80–82], and some chemical
changes, such as crystal phase transformation and mineral composition transformation [83].

Granite samples mainly undergo physical changes when the heating temperature is relatively
low, while chemical changes occur when the temperature is high. The whole change process with
increasing temperature can be explained as follows:

(1) Below 100 ◦C, due to the looseness of the combination with rock minerals, the attached water
and the interlayer water present in the tiny pores first escape [84]. On the other hand, the heat treatment
causes the mineral particles to swell, resulting in the closure of the primary crack [30]. So, the rock
porosity decreases a little bit (Figure 11), the water escapes, and the crack closure also causes a slight
increase in the P-wave velocity (Figure 12). However, thermal damage has already occurred, so the
UCS and the elastic modulus drop slightly (Figures 13 and 14).

(2) At 100–300 ◦C, the physically combined water in the rock sample is lost in the form of water
vapor, and the high-pressure water vapor promotes the initiation and expansion of cracks and pores [84].
In addition, feldspar and quartz, the two most abundant minerals in granite rocks, begin to show
obvious differences in thermal expansion, as shown in Figure 16, which presents the curves of the
thermal expansion coefficient of quartz and calcium feldspar with heating temperature [85]. It can be
seen that the difference in the expansion coefficient between the two minerals gets larger and larger,
and their uncoordinated thermal expansion leads to the initiation and propagation of cracks [27], so the
porosity increases slightly at this stage (Figure 11), and the P-wave velocity, UCS, and elastic modulus
all have a small decrease (Figures 12–14).
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(3) At 300–500 ◦C, the attached water and physically combined water in the rock are almost
evaporated, and the chemically bound water, such as crystal water and mineral structure water, begin
to separate out, resulting in the destruction of the mineral lattice [29,84]. The mineral particles continue
to expand thermally and initiate new cracks, but some cracks and pores may close due to the particle
expansion, so the porosity increases little or even slightly decreases (Figure 11). The closure of cracks
and pores reduces the deformation space of rock under external loads. Therefore, even if thermal
damage develops, the ability to resist deformation does not degrade too much, and the elastic modulus
changes little (Figure 14). The incompatibility and anisotropy of thermal expansion of feldspar and
quartz are further increased (Figure 16) and thermal stresses are generated inside and between the
mineral particles, especially at the singular interfaces of the particles and the crack tips. When the
strength criterion of the mineral particle or particle interface is met, new cracks are generated and the
damage degree of the rock increases, which causes a large drop in the P-wave velocity and the UCS
(Figures 12 and 13).

(4) At 500–800 ◦C, the difference in thermal expansion among minerals reaches a peak (Figure 16).
More importantly, the minerals in the rock undergo phase transformations. The pyroxene transforms
from monoclinic β phase to tetragonal α phase at about 500 ◦C [84], the quartz also changes from
trigonal α phase to hexagonal β phase at around 573 ◦C [86–88], and the angle between two Si-O
tetrahedrons in the quartz lattice changes from 150◦ to 180◦ (Figure 17 [89]). The crystallinity of feldspar
deteriorates (Figure 6) and this change is also reflected in an endothermic valley on at 700–900 ◦C on
its differential thermal curve, which is equivalent to polymorphic transformation [87,90]. The volume
of quartz increases rapidly and anisotropically, which often causes cracks in the quartz crystal, and
may connect the original isolated pores and the dead-end pores. These reactions greatly increase the
effective porosity of the rock (Figure 11) and significantly reduce the P-wave velocity, the UCS, and the
elastic modulus (Figures 12–14). The microstructure evolution process of the quartz crystal is shown in
Figure 18 [7]. The increase of crack density with temperature and the consequent porosity increases
were found to be the main causes of degradation of physical and mechanical properties [91,92].
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More noticeably, another change at around 800 ◦C is a significant increase in peak strain and
shear-slip strain (Figures 13 and 15), indicating that the rock has undergone a certain brittle–plastic
transition, which can be verified by the SEM tests [93]. Figure 19 shows the SEM images of fracture
surfaces of granite specimens under different heating temperatures. When the temperature is lower than
800 ◦C, the strain energy consumed by cracking along the cleavage is the least [94], so the transgranular
cleavage fracture and brittle intergranular fracture are the main fracture modes (Figure 19a–c). For such
tensile brittle fractures, the critical stress of crack initiation is usually greater than or equal to the critical
stress of crack propagation. Therefore, the fracture is generally the result of high-speed expansion of a
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main crack, sometimes secondary cracks are induced, and finally the granite samples fail in a brittle
splitting manner. When the temperature reaches 800 ◦C, a mixed fracture of both the transgranular
crack and the shear sliding band appears (Figure 19d). The granite samples fail by the coexistence of
tension and shear. The failure mode changes from brittle to quasi-brittle [95].
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(5) Above 800 ◦C, feldspar and quartz particles in granite would partially melt along mineral
boundaries [96,97] and metal bonds such as Al-O, K-O, Na-O, and Ca-O in rock minerals break.
This was confirmed by the SEM images in Figure 19, particularly at 1200 ◦C, where the fracture aperture
and density were both significantly reduced compared to that at 800 ◦C, indicating rebonding of cracks
due to the melting followed by recrystallization of grains [33,98]. Quartz further transforms from β

phase to β-tridymite at around 870 ◦C [29,87], causing a significant reduction in density to 2.25 g/cm3,
which is suggested to be the major source for another jump in the thermal expansion [87]. Moreover, the
melting points of quartz, potassium feldspar, and albite are 1713 ◦C, 1290 ◦C, and 1215 ◦C, respectively.
Alkaline feldspar has a good fluxing action. If feldspar is added to the Al2O3-SiO2 system, the liquid
phase begins to appear at 985 ◦C ± 20 ◦C, and the higher the content of feldspar, the lower the initial
melting temperature [99]. The crystalline state of the minerals deteriorates and produces chemical
reactions (Figure 3). These changes result in a further large increase in the number and volume of pores
in the rock (Figure 11), thus the P-wave velocity, UCS, and elastic modulus are drastically reduced
(Figures 12–14). When the temperature reaches 1200 ◦C, many plastic dimples and microhollows
appear on the fracture surface (Figure 19f) and these microhollows may be the escape channels of the
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gas generated by the mineral decomposition and reaction, because the original channels are blocked
by the melt. This explanation needs to be confirmed by future tests. Significant plastic deformation
occurs before the rock failure and the peak strain and shear-slip strain increase rapidly with the heating
temperature (Figures 13 and 15). The failure mode changes from quasi-brittle to plastic, and the granite
becomes more homogeneous and isotropic [100].

In summary, the changes in pore structure and mechanical properties of granite under the
influence of heat treatment are the result of physical effects such as mineral dehydration, chemical
effects such as mineral phase transformation, and mechanical effects such as thermal cracking caused
by uncoordinated thermal expansion of minerals.
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5. Conclusions

This study experimentally investigated and analyzed the mineral composition, pore structure,
and mechanical characteristics of pyroxene granite rock after exposure to different high temperatures
from 25 ◦C to 1200 ◦C. The main conclusions are as follows:

(1) Mineral composition. The main components of the examined pyroxene granite are feldspar,
quartz, pyroxene, and some illite. Below 500 ◦C, the MDIs of the minerals are comparatively
stable. In 500–800 ◦C, the diffraction angles become wider, but the chemical composition does not
change. Above 800 ◦C, illite and quartz react chemically to produce mullite and the crystal state
of the minerals deteriorate dramatically.

(2) Pore structure. Considering the significance of pore size for gas and liquid adsorption and
seepage, the pores are divided into six categories (nanopore, micropore, small pore, medium
pore, big pore, large pore), and the effects of the heating temperature on them were obtained.
Below 500 ◦C, the six pore volumes change little. In 500–1200 ◦C, the volume of medium and
big pores increases greatly. The newly created pores caused by high-heat treatment are mainly
medium ones. The rock porosity increases exponentially with heating temperature.

(3) Mechanical characteristics. As the temperature increases, the P-wave velocity increases slightly
at 100 ◦C, then decreases linearly, the UCS and elastic modulus both decrease consistently, and
the peak strain and shear-slip strain increase. Below 500 ◦C, they all change slightly, but above
800 ◦C, the UCS and elastic modulus decrease dramatically and the increasing rate of shear-slip
strain is obviously accelerated, indicating the deformation and failure mode of rock changes from
brittle to plastic.

(4) The high temperature heat treatment changes the mineralogical characteristics of granite, including
dehydration, phase transformation, and anisotropic and uncoordinated thermal expansion of
minerals. The variation of minerals further changes the pore structure and mechanical properties
of the granite rock.

In this experiment, the granite samples were heated followed by natural cooling, however the
fracturing and reduction of mechanical properties under constant high-temperature condition would
be definitely different. Furthermore, heating rate, heating duration, and cooling method would also
have great impact on the test results. Also, some other tests such as thermal expansion, specific heat
capacity, thermal diffusivity, and heat conductivity would provide worthwhile insights, while the
dissolution, phase transformation, and melting of minerals under these high temperature processes
require quantitative analysis. These will be the subjects of further investigations.
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